
S12 FAMILY DEVICES COP RECOGNITION CONSIDERATIONS 

In order to be able to recognize COP reset (Watchdog) the resistors and capacitors connected to a reset pin must meet 

some specific requirements. If we look at the picture RESET timing in the datasheets (or Figure 1 and 2 below) we can see 

that the COP is recognized if the RESET pin goes high within the period of COPCW cycles after the pin is internally 

released to go high. 

 

Figure 1. RESET timing - S12XD, S12XE, S12XS, S12XHZ, S12XHY 
 

 

 

Figure 2. RESET timing - S12P, S12G, S12ZV 

 

Let's define: 

- System clock frequency (SYSCLK) or PLLCLK during reset: frst = self clock mode frequency (SCMF)  or fvcorst 

- Internal pull up of a reset pin: Ri = 25~50 kΩ or 2.5~10 kΩ (see table below) 

- Internal capacitance of a reset pin Ci  

- External pull up connected to a reset pin : Re (optional) 

- External capacitance connected to a reset pin Ce (optional) 

- Reset driven low period: RDLP = (128+3~6) cycles or 512 cycles 

- COP check window: COPCW = 64 or 256 cycles of frst 

 

The pin is released by internal reset logic to go high after RDLP cycles of frst. 
 

Datasheets state: 
 

MCU frst [MHz] 

(min ~ max) 

Type of frst Ri [kΩ] 

(min ~ max) 

COPCW 

[cycles] 

S12XD 1 ~ 5.5 SCMF 25 ~ 50 64 

S12XE 1 ~ 4  SCMF 25 ~ 50 64 

S12XS 1 ~ 4 SCMF 25 ~ 50 64 

S12XHZ 1 ~ 5.5 SCMF 25 ~ 50 64 

S12XHY 1 ~ 4 SCMF 25 ~ 50 64 

S12P 8 ~ 32 fvcorst 25 ~ 50 256 

S12G 8 ~ 25 fvcorst 25 ~ 50 256 

S12ZVM 8 ~ 32 fvcorst 2.5 ~ 10 256 

S12ZVL 8 ~ 32 fvcorst 2.5 ~ 10 256 



 

 

1) In order to get the safest results we should use the worst case scenario values for calculations. The COP reset is 

recognized when the voltage value at the reset pin rises from log.0 (0V) to log.1 (0.65 * Vdd) within COPCW period 

(tcopcw=COPCW/frst).  

 

 

                             Figure 3. RESET timing - voltage rising at reset pin  

 

The worst case scenario should be calculated for shortest tcopcw period which we calculate from frst max and maximum 

internal pull up Ri max. It is not suitable to put the time when value at the reset pin reaches log.1 to the end of the 

period of tcopcw as can be seen in the Figure 3 "uc3(t)". So we can set the ratio   (0, 1) when we expect it. Taking into 

account all inputs we can calculate time when want to be sure the voltage at the reset pin reaches log.1. 

 

 

(Eq. 1) 

𝒕𝒄𝒐𝒑𝒄𝒘 𝒎𝒂𝒙 =  
 ∗ 𝑪𝑶𝑷𝑪𝑾

𝒇𝒓𝒔𝒕 𝒎𝒂𝒙

 

 

2) Considering transient event at RC circuitry consisting of Re, Ri max, Ci and Ce  in a configuration Re||Ri max-Ci||Ce together 

with fact that minimum value of log.1 is defined as 0.65*Vdd. we can get following equation.  

 

(Eq. 2) 

𝑪𝒆 𝒎𝒂𝒙 =  − 
 ∗ 𝑪𝑶𝑷𝑪𝑾

𝒇𝒓𝒔𝒕 𝒎𝒂𝒙 ∗ 𝐥𝐧(𝟎. 𝟑𝟓) ∗
𝑹𝒊 𝒎𝒂𝒙 ∗ 𝑹𝒆

𝑹𝒊 𝒎𝒂𝒙 + 𝑹𝒆

− 𝑪𝒊 

 

or when Re in not used: 

 

(Eq. 3) 

 

𝑪𝒆 𝒎𝒂𝒙 =  − 
 ∗ 𝑪𝑶𝑷𝑪𝑾

𝒇𝒓𝒔𝒕 𝒎𝒂𝒙 ∗ 𝐥𝐧(𝟎. 𝟑𝟓) ∗ 𝑹𝒊 𝒎𝒂𝒙

− 𝑪𝒊 

 

 

Note for curious readers:  ln(0.35) reflects log.1 voltage level defined as 0.65*Vdd.  

 

𝒗𝒄(𝒕) = 𝑽𝒄 (𝟏 − 𝒆−
𝟏

𝑹∗𝑪
𝒕) 

𝟎. 𝟔𝟓 ∗ 𝑽𝒄 = 𝑽𝒄 − 𝒆−
𝟏

𝑹∗𝑪
𝒕 

 
𝒕 = −𝒍𝒏(𝟎. 𝟑𝟓) ∗ 𝑹 ∗ 𝑪 

 

 



 

 

3) It can happen you are not able to recognize COP reset even everything is calculated correctly. In this case usually 

issue is caused by BDM connected to a device reset pin - especially during debugging. Because of this it is better to 

debug COP with BDM disconnected and use any peripheral to detect COP (toggling pin, switching diode,…) 

 

4) Some of the boards have already capacitor connected to a reset pin. The question is whether such a value is right 

from EMI point of view. If we want to use higher capacitor then we have to decrease internal pull up by using external 

pull up resistor. In this case we can turn over calculation. The question is what value does the external resistor has to 

have to be able to use, for example, 10nF capacitor at the reset pin? (Ce=Ce max=10nF) 

 

 

Extracting Re from Eq.2 we get: 

 

(Eq. 4) 

𝑹𝒆 𝒎𝒂𝒙 =   
− 𝑹𝒊

(𝑪𝒆 + 𝑪𝒊) ∗ 𝒇𝒓𝒔𝒕 𝒎𝒂𝒙 ∗ 𝒍𝒏(𝟎. 𝟑𝟓)
 ∗ 𝑪𝑶𝑷𝑪𝑾

∗ 𝑹𝒊 + 𝟏
 

 

5) Finally, we have to perform a test for current flowing via reset transistor during reset for used supply voltage. 

I5 = 5V / (Rimin*Re/(Rimin+Re))  

The result has to be lower than current defined in the data sheet (I/O Characteristics) for low voltage level IOL  

 

 

 

 

 

CALCULATION EXAMPLES 

 

 

1) Calculation example 1 for S12ZVM : Ce = f ( Ri max; tcopcw) 
 
Inputs: 

- The reset is clocked by frst = fvcorst = (8~32)  MHz => frst max = 32 MHz 

- COP check window COPCW is 256 cycles.  

- Let's want to reach log.1 in the 3/4 of COPCW period =>  = 0.75 

- Let's consider we do not use any external resistor at the reset pin Re = ∞ Ω 

- What value of the capacitor we should use to be COP recognized? 

 

Calculation: 

 

- Using Eq.3 

 

𝑪𝒆 𝒎𝒂𝒙 =  − 
 ∗ 𝑪𝑶𝑷𝑪𝑾

𝒇𝒓𝒔𝒕 𝒎𝒂𝒙 ∗ 𝐥𝐧(𝟎. 𝟑𝟓) ∗ 𝑹𝒊 𝒎𝒂𝒙

−  𝑪𝒊 =  − 
𝟎. 𝟕𝟓 ∗ 𝟐𝟓𝟔

𝟑𝟐 𝑴𝑯𝒛 ∗ 𝒍𝒏(𝟎. 𝟑𝟓) ∗ 𝟏𝟎 𝒌𝛀
−  𝟕 𝒑𝑭 =  𝟓𝟔𝟒 𝒑𝑭 

 

 

2) Calculation example 2 for S12ZVM : Ce = f ( Ri max; Re; tcopcw) 
 
Inputs: 

- The reset is clocked by frst = fvcorst = (8~32)  MHz => frst max = 32 MHz 

- COP check window COPCW is 256 cycles.  

- Let's want to reach log.1 in the 3/4 of COPCW period =>  = 0.75 

- What value of the capacitor we should use to be COP recognized? 

 



 

 

Calculation: 

 

- We should start with the definition of maximum possible Re for given current which defines voltage drop at the pin. 

Let’s consider 5V system 

 

I5max = IOL = 4mA > 5V / (Ri min*Re min/(Ri min+Re min))    =>   Re min = Ri min / (I* Ri min / Vdd - 1)  

Remin = 2500 / (0.004 * 2500 / 5 - 1) = 2500ohm 

 

Let’s take 3.3kohm resistor Re = 3.3 kohm =>   current flowing via reset pin during reset is I5 = 3.52 mA 

 

 

- Using Eq.2 

 

𝑪𝒆 𝒎𝒂𝒙 =  − 
 ∗ 𝑪𝑶𝑷𝑪𝑾

𝒇𝒓𝒔𝒕 𝒎𝒂𝒙 ∗ 𝐥𝐧(𝟎. 𝟑𝟓) ∗
𝑹𝒊 𝒎𝒂𝒙 ∗ 𝑹𝒆

𝑹𝒊 𝒎𝒂𝒙 + 𝑹𝒆

−  𝑪𝒊 =  − 
𝟎. 𝟕𝟓 ∗ 𝟐𝟓𝟔

𝟑𝟐 𝑴𝑯𝒛 ∗ 𝒍𝒏(𝟎. 𝟑𝟓) ∗
𝟏𝟎 𝒌𝛀 ∗ 𝟑𝟑𝟎𝟎 𝛀
𝟏𝟎 𝒌𝛀 +𝟑𝟑𝟎𝟎 𝛀

 
−  𝟕 𝒑𝑭 =  𝟐. 𝟑 𝒏𝑭 

 

 

3) Calculation example 3 for S12ZVM : Re = f ( Ce; Ri max; tcopcw) 
 
Inputs: 

- The reset is clocked by frst = fvcorst = (8~32)  MHz => frst max = 32 MHz 

- COP check window COPCW is 256 cycles.  

- Let's want to reach log.1 in the 3/4 of COPCW period =>  = 0.75 

- We want to use C = 10nF capacitor connected to a reset pin 

- What value of the Re we should use to be COP recognized? 

 

Calculation: 

 

- Using Eq.4 

 

𝑹𝒆 𝒎𝒂𝒙 =   
−𝑹𝒊

(𝑪𝒆 + 𝑪𝒊) ∗ 𝒇𝒓𝒔𝒕 𝒎𝒂𝒙 ∗ 𝒍𝒏(𝟎. 𝟑𝟓)
 ∗ 𝑪𝑶𝑷𝑪𝑾

∗ 𝑹𝒊 + 𝟏
=  

−𝟏𝟎 𝒌𝛀

(𝟏𝟎 𝒏𝑭 + 𝟕 𝒑𝑭) ∗ 𝟑𝟐 𝑴𝑯𝒛 ∗ 𝒍𝒏(𝟎. 𝟑𝟓)
𝟎. 𝟕𝟓 ∗ 𝟐𝟓𝟔

∗ 𝟏𝟎 𝒌𝛀 + 𝟏
=  𝟔𝟎𝟓. 𝟕  𝛀 

 
- Test on current flowing via reset pin 

 

I5 = Vdd / ((Ri min*Re)/ (Ri min + Re)) = 5 / ((2500 * 605.7)/ (2500 + 605.7)) = 10.25mA > 4mA = IOL 

 

The value is higher than allowed for given voltage drop so the input parameters should be adjusted or better is to 

start calculation as described in the calculation example #2. 

 


